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Write the expression for the equilibrium constant, K, for the formation of
sulphur trioxide.
At higher temperatures, the position of equilibrium for the formation of
sulphur trioxide shifts toward the left.

2 SO3(g)

b)
&YQMBJOUIFFČFDUUIJTXJMMIBWFPOUIFWBMVFPGUIFFRVJMJCSJVNDPOTUBOU

2 SO2(g) + O2(g)



a)

where [A], [B] and [C] are the concentrations of A , B and C at equilibrium and
a, b, and c are the balancing numbers in the stoichiometric equation..

For an equilibrium reaction of the type a A + b B
cC
there is an
equilibrium constant K which is defined by the following expression,

Consolidation
Q1.


&YQMBJOUIFFČFDUPOUIFWBMVFPGUIFFRVJMJCSJVNDPOTUBOUZPVXPVMEFYQFDU
from the use of a catalyst in this reaction.

The fertiliser industry is highly dependent on the Haber process for the
manufacture of ammonia.

c)
Q2.

Explain whether this is this an exothermic or endothermic reaction?

1

1

ΔH = - 92 kJ

/2(g)

 /)3(g)



While hydrogen is a ‘feedstock’ for this process, it is not considered to be
a ‘raw material’&YQMBJOUIFEJČFSFODFJOUIFUFSNTJOCPME 


1

3 H2(g)

a)

From which raw material source is the nitrogen obtained?

1

+



b)

State two items that the company manufacturing the ammonia would
classify as capital costs.

1

1

c)

State two items that the company would consider fixed costs.



d)
Q3.

The diagram shows part of an industrial
process where the reactant gases are
pre-heated by a heat exchanger.

a)

Assuming no heat loss to any surroundings and the maximum heat transfer
possible, what would be the temperatures of the gases at X and at Y?

1

The rate of gas flow is such that a 1 °C
rise in temperature of the reactant gases
results from a 1 °C drop in temperature
of the product gases.

b)

If only 80 % of heat is transferred in the exchanger, what temperature
would be registered at X?
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REVERSIBILITY AND EQUILIBRIUM
◉

When you think of a chemical reaction you probably think of reactants changing into products.
But what if the products can change back into the reactants giving a reaction going both ways?
Chemical equilibrium involves such two-way reactions.

This section is about reactions that involve chemical equilibrium.

This first lesson topic looks at three examples of reversible reactions and introduces the
concept of chemical equilibrium.

Reversible Reactions

A reversible reaction is a reaction that can go both forwards and backwards. Equations for
such reactions use two-way arrows to show that the reaction can go in either direction.

This activity investigates a reversible reaction between cobalt chloride and water.

+

6HO

CoCl2.6H2O

Dry cobalt chloride paper is blue, but when it comes in contact with water at room temperature
it turns pink. Increasing the temperature can cause this reaction to go in reverse and the blue
colour is restored.
CoCl

pink

Collect a piece of cobalt chloride paper and a paper towel.

2

1.

Dampen the paper towel and press the piece of dry cobalt chloride
paper against it. Observe the colour change.

2

2.

Gently warm the pale pink cobalt chloride paper held in tongs well
above a bunsen flame. Observe the colour change that occurs.

blue

3.

(These forward and reverse reactions can be repeated many times if
you are careful enough to avoid burning the paper!)

The forward reaction is taken to mean the reaction going to the right as shown by the equation.
The reactants are, as you would expect, the substances shown on the left of the two-way arrow.
The product is the hydrated cobalt chloride, CoCl2.6H2O, shown to the right of the two-way arrow.

t

8IBUJTNFBOUCZUIFSFBDUJPOAHPJOHUPUIFMFę

8IBUJTNFBOUCZUIFAGPSXBSESFBDUJPO

8IZDBOUIFXPSEASFWFSTJCMFCFBQQMJFEUPUIJTSFBDUJPO
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The backward, or reverse reaction, means the reaction going to the left as shown by the equation. In
the reverse reaction, the product changes back into the original reactants.

t

Think about the reaction of cobalt chloride with water.

t
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H2O(g)

Traditionally, it is often easier to understand the underlying concepts by first considering physical
processes.

H2O(l)

H2O(g)

H2O(g)

To begin with, there will not be enough
water vapour to have condensation occur
to any great extent.

H2O(l)

In a stoppered container (Closed System) the water
will also begin to evaporate.

Whilst the reverse process is possible, the freedom gas particles
have to spread means that the molecules will rarely if ever come
close enough for their intermolecular attractions to cause
condensation. Eventually all the water would evaporate.

H2O(l)

If a liquid, such as water, is placed in an open container
(Open System), then the water will slowly evaporate to
form water vapour.

This activity explains what is meant by equilibrium by considering the physical processes of
evaporation and condensation.

H2O(g)

H2O(l)

H2O(g)

However, as time goes on, the rate of evaporation will decrease as the volume of liquid water
decreases and the rate of condensation will increase as the amount of water vapour increases.
H2O(l)

H2O(g)

Inevitably, the rate of evaporation and the rate of condensation will become equal, and the system
will reach equilibrium.
H2O(l)

t

t

t

0ODFFRVJMCSJVNJTFTUBCMJTIFE XJMMXBUFSTUPQFWBQPSBUJOH 8JMMXBUFS
vapour stop condensing?

8IBUJTUIFOBUVSFPGUIFJOUFSNPMFDVMBSBUUSBDUJPOTUIBUFYJTUCFUXFFO
water molecules?

8IBUJTUIFEJČFSFODF BUUIFNPMFDVMBSTDBMF CFUXFFOBOopen system
and a closed system?

Think about the two situations described above.

t

8IBUDPVMECFEPOFUPDIBOHFUIFSFMBUJWFQSPQPSUJPOTPGMJRVJEWBQPVS

1SFEJDUSPVHIMZXIBUQSPQPSUJPOPGUIFXBUFSXJMMCFMJRVJE WBQPVS
What happens to the amounts of liquid and vapour at equilibrium?
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t
t

8IZBSFFWBQPSBUJPOBOEDPOEFOTBUJPODPOTJEFSFEQIZTJDBMQSPDFTTFT
rather than chemical reactions?
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H2O(l)

IO-(aq) +

I-(aq) +

H+(aq)

Sketch the diagram and add a
second graph (using a dotted
line) to show how the iodide
concentration would change with
time if the measurements were
repeated at a higher temperature.

Suggest why the concentration range of 0.2 to 1.0 units is called the
AUIFSBQFVUJDXJOEPXJOUIJTFYBNQMF 




1

1

1

1

C
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ΔH = positive

a)

Explain why the concentration of iodide ions will increase when solid
potassium hydroxide is added

a)


Sketch the graph shown (exact scale and labelling not needed) and then
add a dotted line for the graph that you might expect if the patient had taken
both pills together at the start.

1


b)

Explain the problem that could be caused by the patient taking both pills
at the same time.

Iron is made from iron(III)oxide in a Blast Furnace. The main reaction is shown below:-



c)

During the clinical trial of a drug, a patient took two pills separated by an interval
of 4 hours. The graph shows the concentration of the drug in the blood plasma
over a period of 10 hours.

b)

In an experiment, some solid iodine was added to water. The concentration of
iodide ions was measured over a period of time and the graph below obtained.

I2(aq) +

When iodine dissolves it reacts with water endothermically.

Consolidation
Q1.

Q2.



Q3.

Calculate the maximum theoretical mass of iron that can be made by
reacting 320 tonnes of iron(III) oxide with excess carbon monoxide.

1

2

2 Fe + 3 CO2
a)

Calculate the percentage yield if only 150 tonnes of iron were obtained.

2

Fe2O3 + 3 CO

b)

Calculate the atom economy for this method of producing iron.
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c)
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B

1

ΔH = -46 kJ mol-1

8IBUXJMMCFUIFFČFDUPOUIFQPTJUJPOPGFRVJMJCSJVNPGJODSFBTJOHUIF
pressure?

C2H5OH(g)

a)

H2O(g)

b)
1

Br2(g)

2 HBr(g)

ΔH = -72 kJ

When hydrogen and bromine combine, an equilibrium reaction takes place.
+

What will be the value of the enthalpy change for the formation of 1 mole
of hydrogen bromide?

H2(g)
a)

+ 2 Br2(g)

What is the value of the enthalpy change for the dissociation of hydrogen
bromide as expressed in the following equation?
2 H2(g)

b)
HBr(g)

Describe two ways in which the chemical industry contributes to the quality
of life through the manufacture of toiletries.

1

1

1

a)

Explain why a chemical industry such as poly(ethene) manufacture can be
described as capital-intensive rather than labour-intensive.

1

Page 48

2

b)

5PJMFUSZQSPEVDUTJTKVTUPOFEJWJTJPOPGUIFXIPMFDIFNJDBMJOEVTUSZXIJDI
manufactures a wide range of consumer products.

1

8IBUXJMMCFUIFFČFDUPOUIFQPTJUJPOPGFRVJMJCSJVNPGJODSFBTJOHUIF
temperature?

C2H4(g) +

Ethanol can be manufactured from steam and ethene using a catalyst.

Consolidation
Q1.

Q2.

Q3.

Q4.
The diagram shows a catalytic converter for
the manufacture of sulphur trioxide from
sulphur dioxide by the following reaction.

Is this an exothermic or endothermic
process?

1

ΔH = -98 kJ

a)

Explain the importance of the heat
exchangers attached to the converter.

2 SO3(g)

b)

2 SO2(g) + O2(g)

c)

If the gases entering the converter are 100 % unreacted,
and only 35 % of the unreacted gases entering each catalyst layer remain
unreacted, calculate the percentage still unreacted on leaving the converter
(to one decimal place).
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This activity explains what is meant by equilibrium by considering the decomposition of dinitrogen
tetroxide gas, N2O4, and its reverse reaction.

%JOJUSPHFOUFUSPYJEF /2O4, is a very pale gas that only exists pure at very low temperatures. On
XBSNJOHVQJUCFHJOTUPEFDPNQPTFUPGPSNJOUFOTFMZCSPXOOJUSPHFOEJPYJEF /02. This reaction is
reversible (A).

B

/02(g)

C

/2O4 (g)
/2O4 (g)

t

t

8IBUJTIBQQFOJOHUPUIFSBUFPGUIFGPSXBSESFBDUJPOBU C)? Why?
What is happening to the rate of the backward reaction at (C)? Why?

8IBUJTUIFNBJOSFBDUJPOUBLJOHQMBDFBU B)?

8IZJTUIJTSFBDUJPOEFTDSJCFEBTEFDPNQPTJUJPO

D

t

*O D) the reaction has reached dynamic equilibrium. What is meant by
dynamic in “dynamic equilibrium”?

/02(g)

t

8IBUDBOZPVTBZBCPVUUIFSBUFTPGUIFGPSXBSEBOECBDLXBSESFBDUJPOT
after equilibrium has been established?

/2O4 (g)

t

"QQSPYJNBUFMZ XIBUBSFUIFQSPQPSUJPOTPGSFBDUBOU /2O4) and
QSPEVDU /02) in the reaction mixture (E)?

/02(g)
/02(g)

"TFBMFEDPOUBJOFSDPOUBJOJOH/2O4is surrounded by water and dry ice (solid CO2) (B). As the dry
ice evaporates away, the container begins to darken (C). After a short period, the colour appears to
be unchanging (D). The progress of the reaction is shown in the graph (E).
A

E

/2O4 (g)

t


8IBUDBOZPVTBZBCPVUUIFBNPVOUTPGQSPEVDUBOESFBDUBOUBęFS
equilibrium has been established?

Think about the situation described above.

t

"DDPSEJOHUPHSBQI E), how long did it take to establish equilibrium?

Page 5

t
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t

t

t

(SBQIG describes the changes in the rates of the forward and backward
reactions. Does it describe situation E or situation F ?

)PXEPFTUIFFRVJMJCSJVNNJYUVSFJOF compare with E ?

*OF the amount of reactant is twice as much as in E. Why ?

(SBQIETIPXTXIBUIBQQFOTJGZPVTUBSUXJUIQVSF/2O4. What does
graph F show ?

G

ćFGPMMPXJOHHSBQITBMTPSFGFSUPUIFSFBDUJPOTJOWPMWJOHEJOJUSPHFOUFUSPYJEF /2O4) and
OJUSPHFOEJPYJEF /02).
E

t

Think about the graphs shown above.

t

8IBUEPFTHSBQIG tell you about the rates of the two recations at the
beginning (0 - 100 ns)? in the middle (100 - 1750 ns)? once equilibrium
is established?

&YQMBJO XJUIKVTUJĕDBUJPO XIJDISFBDUJPOJTUIFGBWPVSFESFBDUJPOJO
UIF/2O4/02 system.

Though both reactions in a reversible reaction are possible under the same
conditions, one reaction is usually favoured (easier) and this determines the
proportions in the equilibrium mixture.
t


Page 6

We describe the relative proportions of reactants and products by referring to Equilibrium Position.
If the forward reaction is favoured then
we will have a mixture with very few
reactants and many products. We say
UIFFRVJMJCSJVNMJFTAPWFSUPUIFSJHIU
If the backward reaction is favoured then
we will have a mixture with mainly
reactants and very few products. We say
UIFFRVJMJCSJVNMJFTAPWFSUPUIFMFę
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2 H+(aq)

+

A

1

1

What trend is shown by the results in the table?

1

1

1

a)

Estimate the proportion of reactant gases in the equilibrium mixture at
450 °C and 500 atmospheres.

1
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SO32-(aq)

What conditions must be equal when dynamic equilibrium is reached?

H2O(l)

a)



8IZJTUIFFRVJMJCSJVNEFTDSJCFEBTAEZOBNJD  



b)

What name is given to the acid in this solution?

b)

In the industrial manufacture of ammonia, how is financial wastage as a
result of unreacted gases in the product mixture avoided?

b)

a)

As part of their quality assurance procedures, samples would be regularly
removed and analysed to check the purity of the drug. Suggest a practical
technique that could have been used to check purity.

Under which category would the costs of the research stage in producing
the drug have been classified: capital costs, fixed costs, or variable costs?

Suggest a reason why they decided to change the reaction route.

1

1

1

1

After several years of research, a pharmaceutical company decided to
NBOVGBDUVSFBTQFDJBMJTFEESVHGPSDBODFSUSFBUNFOUCZBEJČFSFOUSPVUF

c)

The following table gives the proportion of reactant gases when equilibrium
IBTCFFOBDIJFWFEJOUIFGPSNBUJPOPGBNNPOJBCZUIF)BCFS1SPDFTTBU¡$
CVUVTJOHEJČFSFOUQSFTTVSFT


c)

SO2(g) +

A solution of sulphur dioxide is acidic due to following equilibrium reaction.

Consolidation
Q1.

Q2.



Q3.


c)

State one way in which the pharmaceutical company might review its
product once it was on the market.

Page 47

d)
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3.7
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The atom economy in the original method for making ibuprofen was 40%.
A new manufacturing process invented in the 1980s had an improved atom
economy of 77%. This is also a cheaper process.

Ibuprofen is a common anti-inflammatory drug often used as a pain killer
for headaches, toothache and muscular pains, amongst other things. It was
developed by Boots in the 1960s and was initially marketed as Brufen to treat
rheumatoid arthritis. It became available without prescription in the 1980s
BOEJTTPMEVOEFSEJČFSFOUUSBEFOBNFT

Home Practice
Q1.




CH3

1

H3C

a)
The newer method of manufacture has almost doubled the atom economy
of the original process. Explain why a higher atom economy is better.

2

Sustainable development aims to enable all people throughout the
XPSMEUPTBUJTGZUIFJSCBTJDOFFETBOEFOKPZBCFUUFSRVBMJUZPGMJGF
without compromising the quality of life of future generations.
Generally, the higher the atom economy in a process, the better
it is for sustainable development because there is less waste.

b)

About 3000 tonnes of ibuprofen tablets are used in the UK each year. Calculate
the mass of waste produced by making 3000 tonnes of ibuprofen by the original
method.

)ZESB[JOF /2H4, was used as rocket fuel for the Apollo missions to the Moon.
*UDBOCFNBEFCZUIFSFBDUJPOPGBNNPOJBXJUITPEJVNDIMPSBUF * /B$M0
The reaction is shown below:-

c)

/)3 /B$M0

2

2



Calculate the maximum theoretical mass of hydrazine that can be made by
reacting 340g of ammonia with excess sodium chlorate(I).

1

How much less waste is produced making 3000 tonnes of ibuprofen by the
newer method used nowadays compared to the old method?

Q2.


a)

Calculate the percentage yield if only 280g of hydrazine were obtained.

/2H4 /B$M )2O



b)

2

Page 46

(10)

Calculate the atom economy for this method of producing hydrazine
Total

c)
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A complete.

B lie over to the left.

A lie well over to the left.

Q5. The production of the ester is slightly
favoured. The equilibrium position will

B reversible.

C lie over to the right.

Q1. A two-way arrow in an equation is used
to show that the reaction is

C changing direction.

D lie well over to the right.

A 0%

B 10 %

C 50 %

C + D

Page 7

What will be the proportion of C in the
mixture at equilibrium made by reacting
C with D?

By reacting A with B, the proportion of C
in the mixture at equilibrium is found
to be 10 % .

A + B

Q8. A reaction between A and B produces
substances C and D.

D only products.

C only reactants.

B more reactants than products

A more products than reactants

Q7. If the equilibrium position for a reaction
lies well to the right, the equilibrium
mixture will contain

D lies to the left.

C is in the middle.

B is equal to each side.

A lies to the right.

Q6. If an equilibrium mixture contains 15%
products, then the equilibrium position

D equal in both directions.

CH3COOC2H5 + H2O

Questions 2 to 5 refer to this esterification
reaction.
CH3COOH + C2H5OH

Q2. Equilibrium is reached when the rate of
the forward reaction
A becomes zero.
B reaches its minimum.

C equals the rate of the backward reaction.

D is twice the rate of the backward reaction.
Q3. When equilibrium is reached
A no molecules of reactant are left.

B the forward and reverse reactions stop.

C reactant molecules are still reacting.
D product molecules stop reacting.

Q4. At equilibrium, the concentrations of all
four substances
A reach their maximum.
B are at their smallest.
C become equal.
D remain constant.

D 90 %
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3.1

a)
In which direction is the reaction going if the colour change is from
white to blue?

Explain what the

1

1

1

sign means.

b)
What must be true before this reaction can be reversible?

3H

2 NH

1

+

What is the position of equilibrium in this reaction if the
equilibrium mixture contains 20 % ammonia?

1

N
a)
Why can chemical equilibrium be described as dynamic?

1

3

b)

What is actually equal in the equilibrium mixture for this reaction?

1

2

c)

If the process is started from 100 % ammonia what will be the
percentage of ammonia once equilibrium has been established?

a)

Describe the position of equilibrium in the water equilibrium reaction.

Write the equation for this equilibrium.

1

1

Water exists in both covalent and ionic forms under normal conditions.

d)

2

Ammonia is manufactured from nitrogen and hydrogen according to the following
equation.

c)

CuSO4.5H2O

Blue copper sulfate crystals turn white if heated but return to blue if water is added. The
equation which describes this is given below.

Home Practice
Q1.

Q2.

Q3.

b)

1

Page 8

(10)

Which of the two reactions is favoured.
Total

c)
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3.7

A reactants are not 100% pure.

B

A

87 %

76 %

Recalculate the Atom Economy taking into
account this information.

Q5. FeSO4 is the active ingredient in moss killer
and can be sold on for this purpose

B the reaction occurs very quickly.

93 %

Q1. Which of the following is not a posssible
reason why a reaction does not produce
a 100% yield.

C the reaction is reversible.

C

D there are side reactions.

100 %

B

A

76 tonnes

40 tonnes

32 tonnes

B

A

66 %.

50 %.

42 %.

B

A

76 %.

40 %.

32 %.

C

B

A

HCOOC2H5 → C2H5OH + HCOOH

4 CO + 6 H2 → 2 C2H5OH + O2

C6H12O6 → 2 C2H5OH + 2 CO2

C2H4 + H2O → C2H5OH

C

B

A

60 %

50 %.

40 %.

30 %.

C none of the hydrogen atoms are wasted.

B CO2 and H2O are readily available.

A the reaction is not reversible.

Q8. In reality, we would consider this reaction
to have an Atom Economy of 100% since

D

Q7. Assuming 100% yield, the Atom Economy
of this reaction is approximately

6 CO2 + 6 H2O → C6H12O6 + 6 O2

Questions 7 and 8 refer to the overall reaction
taking place during photosynthesis to produce
glucose, C6H12O6.

D

Q6. Ethanol, C2H5OH, can be produced in a
variety of reactions. Which has the best
Atom Economy?

D

Questions 2, 3, 4 and 5 refer to the following
method of making the pigment TiO2.

FeTiO3(s) + H2SO4(aq) → TiO2(s) + FeSO4(s) + H2O(l)

C

80 tonnes

Q2. Theoretically, how many tonnes of TiO2
would be produced when 76 tonnes of
ilmenite, FeTiO3, are reacted.

D

C

80 %.

Q3. Calculate the % yield of TiO2 if 32 tonnes
of TiO2 was produced from 76 tonnes of
ilmenite.

D

C

80 %

Q4. Assuming 100% yield, calculate the Atom
Economy of this reaction.

D

Page 45

D the oxygen is also a desirable product.
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In the mid-eighties when the patent on ibuprofen was
about to run out and the FDA had approved ibuprofen
for over-the-counter use, other companies recognized the
potential financial rewards that the synthesis of this drug
could reap, and they set out to develop new synthetic
methods and build their own plants to produce ibuprofen.
A number of companies (including Boots) set up the BHC
Company which succeeded in applying the principles of
Green Chemistry to produce a synthesis with a much
better atom economy.
In addition to the elimination of large quantities of waste,
UIFHSFFOTZOUIFTJTPČFSTUIFBCJMJUZUPQSPEVDFMBSHFS
quantities of ibuprofen in less time and with less capital
expenditure, resulting in significant economic benefits to
the company.

266

Reagent
Formula
FM
C10H14
134
102
C4H6O3
2
H2
28
CO
C13H18O2

206

60

Not Used in Ibuprofen
Formula
FM
H
1
C2H3O2
59
0
0

Waste

C2H4O2

Step 1

H3C
O
O
O

HF

1

3
4

5

H

O

CH3

COOH

OH

6

CH3

CH3

Study Guide - Equilibrium & Industry
CH3

H3C
H3C

CH3

H
2

CO
Pd

7
Ibuprofen

Raney nickel

H3C

Step 1

CH3

CH3

H3C

Step 1

H3C

Scheme 2:

The BHC Company
Synthesis of Ibuprofen The Green Synthesis

1.

Use the information in the table above to calculate the Atom
Economy of this method of synthesising Ibuprofen.

Ibuprofen

Used in Ibuprofen
Formula
FM
C10H13
133
C2H3O
43
H2
2
CO
28

TABLE 2. Atom Economy in the Green Synthesis of Ibuprofen

On October 15, 1992, the green synthesis was put into
practice on an industrial scale. BHC currently produces
BQQSPYJNBUFMZoPGUIFXPSMETZFBSMZTVQQMZPG
ibuprofen - enough ibuprofen to produce about 6 billion
tablets, sold to 25 pharmaceutical companies.

1
2
4
6

Total-

C15H22O4

2.

ćFPOMZAXBTUFQSPEVDUJTFUIBOPJDBDJE $2H4O2). Draw the
structural formula for ethanoic acid.

CfE New Higher - Unit 3 - Topic3

Introduction

Changing Conditions
◉

Study Guide - Equilibrium & Industry

3.2

The rates of most chemical reactions can be altered by changing the concentration, increasing the
UFNQFSBUVSF BEEJOHBDBUBMZTU PSFWFOBMUFSJOHUIFQSFTTVSF#VUXIBUFČFDU JGBOZ EPFTDIBOHJOH
these conditions have on an equilibrium mixture?

This lesson topic considers what happens in an equilibrium mixture if the conditions are altered.

Changing the Concentration

Increasing or decreasing the concentration of one of the substances in an equilibrium mixture
will mean that the reaction mixture is no longer at equilibrium. This will therefore be followed
by a further change in the mixture until equilibrium is again reached.

This activity considers what happens in an equilibrium mixture if the concentration of just
one of the substances is changed.









2.

1.

To the first solution, add a few crystals of iron(III) nitrate
to increase the concentration of Fe3+(aq) ions.

Half fill four test-tubes with iron(III) thiocyanate solution.

Collect iron(III) thiocyanate solution, iron(III) nitrate
crystals, potassium thiocyanate crystals, and sodium
chloride crystals.

deep red

'F$/42+(aq)

3.

To the second solution, add some potassium thiocyanate
UPJODSFBTFUIFDPODFOUSBUJPOPG$/4-(aq) ions.

colourless

4.


pale yellow

Fe3+(aq) $/4-(aq)

A reaction that allows this to be studied is the equilibrium reaction between Fe3+(aq) ions
BOE$/4-(aq)JPOT UIJPDZBOBUFJPOT UPGPSN'F$/42+(aq) ions which are deep red in colour.



5.

To the third solution, add a few crystals of sodium
chloride. This removes Fe3+(aq) ions and so lowers the
concentration of the Fe3+(aq) ions.

8IJDIPGUIFNFUIPETIBTUIFCFTUBUPNFDPOPNZ

8IJDISFBDUJPOXJMMJODSFBTFEFDSFBTFJOSBUFBTBSFTVMU 8IBUFČFDU
will this have on the concentration of Fe3+(aq) $/4-(aq) 'F$/42+(aq) ?

6.

t

4VHHFTUUIFGVODUJPOTPGUIF)'JOTUFQBOEUIFQBMMBEJVN 1E JO
step 3 of Scheme 2. Explain your answer.

t

8IBUXJMMIBQQFOUPUIFSBUFPGUIFSFWFSTFSFBDUJPOBTBSFTVMU 8IFO
will a new equilibrium be established?

Think about the two methods used for synthesising Ibuprofen.
t

ćFFUIBOPJDBDJEQSPEVDFEJOScheme 2 can be recovered and sold.
What implication does this have for the atom economy of this method?

t

)PXXJMMUIFOFXFRVJMJCSJVNQPTJUJPODPNQBSFXJUIUIFPSJHJOBM

Page 9

The fourth solution acts as a control for comparing
colours. Record the colour changes you observe in the
other tubes.

t

4VHHFTUBSFBTPOXIZUIFTFMMJOHPGFUIBOPJDBDJENBZOPUIBWFBTCJHBO
impact on the atom economy as predicted.

t
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Think about the 3 changes made to the equilibrium mixture. For each:

t

8IBUFWJEFODFJTUIFSFUIBU(SFFO$IFNJTUSZOFFEOPUCFBOFYQFOTJWF
burden on the Chemical Industry.
Page 44

t
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Changing Temperature and Pressure
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How can changing the temperature or pressure alter the position of an equilibrium reaction?























1.

number of collisions and

In a previous Topic you learnt that temperature changes
DBOFČFDUUIF
2.

proportion of successful
collisions

ΔH = +57.2 kJ mol-1



 /02 (g)

)PXFWFS UIFTFFČFDUTXJMMCFJEFOUJDBMGPSCPUIUIF
forward and the backward reactions.

/2O4 (g)





Collect two sealed test-tubes of nitrogen dioxide, a
beaker of hot water, and a beaker containing crushed
ice with some added salt.



8IFSFUIFSFBDUJPOTEJČFSJTJOUIFPWFSBMMFOUIBMQZ
change, where one reaction will be exothermic whilst the
reverse will be endothermic.



This activity considers what happens in an equilibrium mixture if the temperature or the
pressure is changed.









a) Temperature






1.

1VUPOFUVCFJOUIFCFBLFSPGIPUXBUFSBOEUIFPUIFS
tube in the ice mixture. Observe the colours

brown

2.

Change the two tubes round and observe how the
colours change.

pale yellow

3.

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

*TUIJTSFBDUJPOFOEPUIFSNJDPSFYPUIFSNJD

8IJDISFBDUJPONVTUCFCFJOHGBWPVSFECZBSJTFJOUFNQFSBUVSF

*TUIFQPTJUJPOPGFRVJMJCSJVNTIJęFEUPUIFMFęPSUPUIFSJHIU

8IBUEJEZPVTFFXIFOUIFUFNQFSBUVSFPGUIFTVSSPVOEJOHTJTSBJTFE

*TUIJTSFBDUJPOFOEPUIFSNJDPSFYPUIFSNJD

8IJDISFBDUJPONVTUCFCFJOHGBWPVSFECZBEFDSFBTFJOUFNQFSBUVSF

*TUIFQPTJUJPOPGFRVJMJCSJVNTIJęFEUPUIFMFęPSUPUIFSJHIU

8IBUEJEZPVTFFXIFOUIFUFNQFSBUVSFPGUIFTVSSPVOEJOHTJTMPXFSFE

Think about what you have seen.

t

Page 10

All reversible reactions will be exothermic in one direction and endothermic in
UIFPUIFSBOETPXJMMBMMCFFČFDUFEJOUIFTBNFXIFOUIFUFNQFSBUVSFDIBOHFT
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In a multi step synthesis such
as this, it can be difficult to
decide which chemicals are
AreactantsBOENVTUCFVTFE
in the calculation of the Atom
Economy.
Step 1: starting molecule (1)
and acetic anhydride (2) are
reactants but AlCl3 is the
catalyst and need not be
counted (can be recovered).
Step 2: intermediate (3) is not
counted but new reactants
(4 & 5) are.
Step 3: intermediate (6) is not
counted but H3O+ (7) is as it
represents the H+(aq) in the
acid being used in this step.
Step 4: intermediate (8) is not
counted but new reactant
(9) is counted.
Step 5: intermediate (10) is not
counted - no new reactants,
KVTUFMJNJOBUJPOPG) O.
2

Step 6: ibuprofen (13) is our
desired product but the 2 H2O
molecules (12) are counted.
Reagent
FM
134
102
122.5
68
19
33
36

Scheme 1:

CH3

CH3

O

H

Step 6
H

H3C

H3C

H3C

12

13

H

CH3

CH3

Step 1

Step 2

COOH

N

Step 5

C

CH3

1

H3C

H3C

O

O

O

2

H3O+

7

C

9

CH3

O

N

O

OH

CO2C2H5

O

CH3

CH3

NH2OH

C

308.5

5
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H

AlCl3

3

CH3

NaOC2H5

COOC2H5

6

8

CH3

H3C

4

H

H

CH3

Step 3

CH3

Step 4

CH3

10

C7H24/08$M/B

Waste Products

Not Used in Making Ibuprofen
Formula
FM
H
1
C2H3O3
75
C3H6ClO2
109.5
C2H5ONa
68
H3O
19
NH2OH
33
H3
3

H3C

H3C

H3C

Cl

The Boots Company
Synthesis of Ibuprofen The Brown Synthesis

H

O

Ibuprofen

11

206

Used in Making Ibuprofen
Formula
FM
C10H13
133
C2H3
27
CH
13
0
0
0
33

HO2

TABLE 1. Atom Economy in the Brown Synthesis of Ibuprofen
Formula
1 C10H14
2 C4H6O3
4 C4H7ClO2
5 C2H5ONa
7 H3O
9 NH2OH
12 H2O x 2

Ibuprofen

C13H18O2

Use the information in the table above to calculate the Atom
Economy of this method of synthesising Ibuprofen.

514.5

Total

1.

What % of the reactant atoms are not being used and find their
way into the waste products?

C20H42/010$M/B

2.

About 14 million kg of Ibuprofen is produced each year. Calculate
the amount of waste produced each year.

Page 43

3.
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Other factors would also have to be taken into account when choosing a suitable method for
synthesising phenol. Sulphonation VTFTBHHSFTTJWFSFBHFOUTBOEMBSHFBNPVOUTPGXBTUF/B2SO3, only
some of which can be used - mainly as a bleach in the manufacture of paper.
The oxidation of cumene produces propanone (acetone, CH3COCH3) which is also a desirable
product so atom economy could be considered as 100%. However, this means the production of
phenol is in part dependent on the demand for propanone, which is rising at a lower rate than
phenol, and so in the future most of the propanone may become a waste product.
The advantage of the oxidation of toluene is that it produces no propanone co-product and also very
few impurities. It has a high theoretical atom economy, a high yield, and produces far less waste
than the cumene oxidation process.
At present, however, the process is up to 3 to 4 times more energy intensive than the cumene
oxidation process, and so it is not widely used.

t

t

4VHHFTUBSFBTPOXIZBMPUPGSFTFBSDIJTCFJOHEPOFUPĕOECFUUFS
catalysts for the oxidation of toluene?

4VHHFTUBSFBTPOXIZUIFoxidation of cumene is presently the preferred
method for synthesising phenol?

8IJDINFUIPEIBTUIFCFTUBUPNFDPOPNZ

Think about the three methods of synthesising phenol.

t

Ibuprofen Production

H3C

CH3

Ibuprofen

CH3

Page 42

COOH

This activity looks at why Industrial Chemists redesigned the synthesis route for the production of
Ibuprofen.
The manufacture of pharmaceuticals is consistently
shown to be amongst the top performing
industrial sectors worldwide. The continued growth
and success of the industry largely depends on the
production of lucrative high volume drugs.
Analgesics (painkillers) are an important class of
drug exemplifying bulk production within the
pharmaceutical industry.

Ibuprofen is the active ingredient in a number of brand name products
JODMVEJOH/VSPGFO #SVGFOBOE*CVMFWF*CVQSPGFOBDUTBTBOBOBMHFTJD
QBJOSFMJFWFS BOEJTBMTPFČFDUJWFBTBBOUJJOĘBNNBUPSZESVHUPSFEVDF
inflammation from such conditions as arthritis, osteoarthritis and
rheumatism.
The world production of ibuprofen exceeds 30 million pounds per year.
ćF#PPUT$PNQBOZ1-$PG/PUUJOHIBN &OHMBOEĕSTUQBUFOUFEUIF
TZOUIFTJTPGJCVQSPGFOJOUIFTBOEUIJTIBTTFSWFEBTUIFNBJO
NFUIPEPGTZOUIFTJTGPSNBOZZFBSTćF#PPUTTZOUIFTJTPGJCVQSPGFO
is a six-step synthesis and is shown in Scheme 1 on the next page.
KHS July 2014 - Cheviot Learning Community - based on Challenge Chemistry © R.I.S.E

b) Pressure
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1SFTTVSFDBOPOMZFČFDUBSFBDUJPOXIFSFBUMFBTUPOFPG
the reactants is a gas. Increasing pressure will force gas
particles closer together which will increase the number
of collisions.



8IJMTUUIJTFČFDUDPVMECFJEFOUJDBMGPSCPUIUIFGPSXBSE
BOEUIFCBDLXBSESFBDUJPOTJUXJMMIBWFBCJHHFSFČFDUPO
the reaction with the larger number of moles of gas as
reactant.

1.

1VTIJOHEPXOPOUIFQMVOHFSXJMMincrease the pressure and force the
gas particles closer together. /PUFXIBUIBQQFOTUPUIFDPMPVS

Your teacher will fill a gas syringe with an equilibrium mixture of /2O4
BOE/02 . Have a good look at the colour of the mixture.

brown

 /02 (g)



/2O4 (g)



2 moles

2.

"MNPTUJNNFEJBUFMZ UIFFČFDUPGincreased number of collisions will
LJDLJO/PUFXIBUIBQQFOTUPUIFDPMPVS



1 mole

3.


Releasing the plunger will decrease the pressure and allow the
gas particles to move further apart. /PUFXIBUIBQQFOTUPUIFDPMPVS

pale yellow

4.

"MNPTUJNNFEJBUFMZ UIFFČFDUPGdecreased number of collisions will
LJDLJO/PUFXIBUIBQQFOTUPUIFDPMPVS

Page 11

5.
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t

t

8IZJTUIJTSFBDUJPONPSFGBWPVSFEUIBOUIFPUIFSSFBDUJPO

8IJDISFBDUJPOJTUIFOGBWPVSFECZUIFJODSFBTFJOUIFOVNCFSPG
collisions? Does the equilibrium position shift to the right or to the left?

8IZEPFTUIFDPMPVSJOJUJBMMZEBSLFO

ćJOLBCPVUUIFFČFDUPGJODSFBTJOHUIFQSFTTVSFPOUIJTNJYUVSF

t
t
8IJDISFBDUJPOJTUIFOEJTBEWBOUBHFECZUIFEFDSFBTFJOUIFOVNCFSPG
collisions? Does the equilibrium position shift to the right or to the left?

8IZEPFTUIFDPMPVSJOJUJBMMZMJHIUFO

ćJOLBCPVUUIFFČFDUPGEFDSFBTJOHUIFQSFTTVSFPOUIJTNJYUVSF
t
8IZJTUIJTSFBDUJPONPSFEJTBEWBOUBHFEUIBOUIFPUIFSSFBDUJPO
/2O4 (g)
2 moles
2 vols

 /02 (g)
brown

1 mole
1 vol

pale yellow

t
Later you will learn about Molar Volumes, which will allow moles of
HBTFTUPCFFYQSFTTFEJOAvolumesćFFČFDUPGJODSFBTJOHQSFTTVSF
can then be explained in terms of favouring the reaction that reduces
volumes of gas, whilst low pressure favours an increase in volume.

Adding a Catalyst
"DBUBMZTUTQFFETVQBSFBDUJPO CVUEPFTJUBČFDUUIFQPTJUJPOPGFRVJMJCSJVN













t

8IBUFČFDUEPFTBDBUBMZTUIBWFPOUIFQPTJUJPOPGFRVJMJCSJVN

&YQMBJOXIZCPUISFBDUJPOTCFOFĕUFRVBMMZGSPNUIFQSFTFODFPGB
catalyst.

Page 12

However, both reactions will benefit equally from
the presence of the catalyst so there will be no
FČFDUPOUIFQPTJUJPOPGFRVJMJCSJVN

As a result, a catalyst speeds up both the forward
and reverse reactions and equilibrium is therefore
reached more quickly.

As you learnt in an earlier Topic, a catalyst
provides an alternative pathway with a lower
Activation Energy.

This activity considers how catalysts influence equilibrium reactions and sums up all conditions
considered in this lesson topic.



t

8IZJTBDBUBMZTUTUJMMDPOTJEFSFEVTFGVMJOSFWFSTJCMFSFBDUJPOTTVDIBT
UIF)BCFS1SPDFTT

ćJOLBCPVUUIFFČFDUPGBEEJOHBDBUBMZTUUPUIFFRVJMJCSJVNNJYUVSF

t
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mass of desired product(s)
x 100
total mass of reactants

Atom Economy is a measure of the proportion of reactants that become useful products.

This activity is about calculating the atom economy for a particular reaction.

There are 12 principles underpinning Green Chemistry and the 2nd principle states that “Synthetic
methods should be designed to maximize incorporation of all materials used in the process into
the final product.wćJTQSJODJQMFJTNPSFPęFOSFGFSSFEUPBTUIFAAtom EconomyPGBSFBDUJPO

W

Atom
=
Economy

C6H5/02 + H2O

For example, consider again the preparation of nitrobenzene (C6H5/02) by the reation of benzene
(C6H6) with nitric acid )/03):

C6H6 )/03

6

3

6

123 g

mass of desired product / total mass of reactants x 100

63 g
=

87 %

Atom Economy

=

   x 100









78 g

6

We can start by assuming 100% yield which allows us to work directly with molar masses rather
than actual masses:
C H  )/0
C H5/02 + H2O



*OPUIFSXPSETPGPVSPSJHJOBMSFBDUBOUBUPNTEPOUNBLFJUJOUPPVSQSPEVDUBOEXJMMIBWFUP
be dealt with as waste. Since, in this example, the waste is water, there is unlikely to be a problem.

   x 100

mass of desired product / total mass of reactants x 100

63.86 %

=

=









Atom Economy

*G IPXFWFS BTDBMDVMBUFEQSFWJPVTMZ UIFQFSDFOUBHFZJFMEJTOPUCVU UIJTXJMMBMTPFČFDU
the atom economy.




BDUVBMNBTTPGEFTJSFEQSPEVDUx 123 g
= 90.04 g






C6H6 + C3H6 + O2

C6H5OH + CO2 + H2O

C6H5OH + CH3COCH3

Page 41

(yield = 100%)

(yield = 90%)

C6H50) /B2SO3 + 2H2O (yield = 88%)

1IFOPM $6H5OH) is a widely used feedstock in the chemical industry and can
been made by a variety of routes. Calculate the Atom Economy for each route.

*OSFBMJUZ BCPVUPGPVSPSJHJOBMSFBDUBOUBUPNTEPOUNBLFJUJOUPPVSQSPEVDUMFBWJOHXBTUF
benzene and nitric acid (plus other possible by-products) to deal with.


cumene
oxidation

C6H5CH3 + 2O2

sulphonation C6H6 + H2SO4 + /B0)
of benzene

toluene
oxidation
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As already mentioned, the limiting reagent is the chemical reactant that limits the amount of
product that is formed. The limiting reagent gives the smallest yield of product calculated from the
reagents (reactants) available. This smallest yield of product is the maximum theoretical yield.
This activity is about identifying the limiting reagent in a reaction and using this to
calculate the maximum theoretical yield.
To find the limiting reagent and theoretical yield, there are two similar methods:
Find the moles of each reactant present. (Compare with moles in balanced equation
Calculate the moles of a product formed from each mole of reactant.

and
Identify the reactant giving the smaller number of moles of product. This reactant
is the Limiting Reagent:

or)

then
Calculate the grams of product produced by the Limiting Reagent. This is the
theoretical yield.

gfm of H2 = 2 g

so 5.0 / 28

so 5.0 / 2

= 0.18 mol

= 2.5 mol

2 /)3

gfm of N2 = 28 g

3 H2  /2

For example, How many grams of NH3 can be be produced (theoretically) from the reaction of
5.0 g of N2 and 5.0 H2? What is the limiting reagent? If 4.26 g are actually formed,
what is the percent yield of NH3?
Both methods require this first step:
Comparison Method:
2.5/3 = 0.83

N2

0.18/1 = 0.18

Divide each number of moles by the number of moles required
(as shown in the balanced equation) to calculate mole ratios.
H2

If both numbers are the same, then both chemicals are present in the correct amounts for a
complete reaction. Whichever reactant has the smaller mole ratio is going to run out first and
is the limiting reagent. In this case nitrogen is the limiting reagent .
:

CfE New Higher - Unit 3 - Topic3

Self Check

B A system at equilibrium contains equal
amounts of reactants and products

C The position of equilibrium in a
 SFWFSTJCMFSFBDUJPOJTBČFDUFECZUIF
conditions.

.

A A reversible reaction reaches equilibrium
faster when a catalyst is used.

Q1. Which of the following is untrue?



.

D In a system at equilibrium the forward
and reverse reaction rates are equal.

'F$/42+(aq)

to increase.

Increasing the concentration of only the
$/4-(aq) ion will cause

Fe3+(aq) $/4-(aq)

Q2. The following equilibrium takes place
in iron(III) thiocyanate solution.



AUIFDPODPG'F$/4

2+
(aq)

2+
(aq)

ΔH = +57.2 kJ mol-1

3+
(aq)

to increase.

BOPDIBOHFJOUIFDPODPG'F$/4
C the concentration of Fe

3+
(aq)

D no change in the concentration of Fe

 /02 (g)

Questions 3 and 4 refer to the following
equilibrium reaction.
/2O4 (g)

Q3. Increasing the temperature will cause

A both gases to increase in concentration.
2 NH3

B equilibrium position to shift to the right.
N2

Alternative Method

+

Calculate (twice) the number of moles of ammonia that could be
produced by each reactant.
3 H2

CUIFQSPQPSUJPOPG/2O4(g) to increase.

2 NH3

2 mol

3 H2 /2

1 mol

so 0.36 x 17 = 6.12 g

Page 40

3.2
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2 SO2(g) + O2(g)

2 SO3(g)

Q5. In which reaction below will a change

JOUIFBQQMJFEQSFTTVSFIBWFOPFČFDUPO
the equilibrium mixture?

A

C2H5OH(g)

/0(g) + 6 H2O(l)

C C2H4(g) + H2O(g)

CO2(g) + H2(g)

B/)3(g) + 5 O2(g)

D CO(g) + H2O(g)

2 SO3(g)

Questions 6 to 8 refer to the following
equilibrium reaction.

2 SO2(g) + O2(g)

Q6. Decreasing the pressure will cause

A all three gases increase in concentration.

B the equilibrium to shift to the right.

C the proportion of SO3(g) to decrease.

D no change in the equilibrium.

Q7. Using a catalyst in this reaction will cause

A all three gases increase in concentration.

B the equilibrium to shift to the right.

C the proportion of SO3(g) to decrease.

D no change in the equilibrium.

Q8. An advantage of using a catalyst in
this reaction is that

Page 13

A the equilibrium mixture will contain a
greater concentration of SO3(g).

B less oxygen will be required for
equilibrium to be achieved.

C a change in the total volume of the
mixture will be avoided.

D the position of equilibrium will be
achieved more quickly.

KHS July 2014 - Cheviot Learning Community - based on Challenge Chemistry © R.I.S.E

D no change in the position of equilibrium.

CUIFQSPQPSUJPOPG/2O4(g) to increase.

B equilibrium position to shift to the right.

A both gases to decrease in concentration.

Q4. Increasing the pressure will cause

D no change in the position of equilibrium.

0.18 mol

= 0.36 mol

2 x 0.18/1 mol

2 mol
2 x 2.5/3 mol

3 mol
2.5 mol

= 1.66 mol

4.26 / 6.12 × 100

gfm of NH = 17 g
=

3

Whichever reactant produces the least amount of productis the limiting reagent. Again, nitrogen is
the limiting reagent

Percentage yield

69.6%

Then, the theoretical mass of ammonia:
Finally ,

=
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+

H2O(l)

Br-(aq)

+

BrO-(aq)

+





H2O(l)

3 H2(g)

+

CO(g)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3.2
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H+(aq)

%FTDSJCFXIBUFČFDUBEEJOHBDJEXJMMIBWFPOUIFDPMPVSPGUIF
equilibrium mixture.

colourless

a)
"EEJOHTPEJVNIZESPYJEFTPMVUJPOBČFDUTUIFFRVJMJCSJVN
i)


What ion or molecule in the equilibrium mixture does the
sodium hydroxide react with?


8IBUFČFDUXJMMUIJTIBWF  



ii)
What colour change will be seen?

+

Synthesis gas is a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide. It can be manufactured
by passing methane and steam over a nickel catalyst.



iii)

b)

red/brown

Br2(aq)

When bromine dissolves in water it forms an equilibrium mixture.

Home Practice
Q1.

Q2.
CH4(aq)

8IBUFČFDUXJMMBOJODSFBTFJOQSFTTVSFIBWFPOUIFQPTJUJPOPGFRVJMJCSJVN 

synthesis gas
a)

The higher the temperature the greater the yield of synthesis gas.



b)

What does this imply about the enthalpy change for the forward reaction?
8IBUFČFDUEPFTUIFOJDLFMDBUBMZTUIBWFPOUIFQPTJUJPOPGFRVJMJCSJVN 

Ammonia is oxidised to form nitrogen oxide in the Ostwald process.
This reaction is exothermic.

c)
Q3.
/)3(g) + 5 O2(g)

1

6 H2O(g)



8IBUFČFDUXJMMSBJTJOHUIFUFNQFSBUVSFIBWFPOUIFQPTJUJPOPGFRVJMJCSJVN 

1

+

a)

Why is a high pressure not used for this reaction?

/0(g)



b)

1

Page 14

(10)

Why is a catalyst used?
Total

c)
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Calculating percentage yield
involves a series of short
calculations.

Yield calculations can be broken up into a
series of steps. These are:

Write a balanced equation for the reaction (if not already given)

Study Guide - Equilibrium & Industry

Convert all amounts of reactants into moles (one reactant may be ‘in excess’)

Figure out the limiting reagent (comparing moles of reactants with balanced
equation or calculating all possible product masses )

The limiting reagent is the reactant that is completely used up in a
reaction and thus determines when the reaction stops and
how much product will be made.

Calculate the theoretical yield of product (using balanced equation and the
amount of limiting reactant)
Calculate the percentage yield (actual mass of product will have been given
in question)

W

C6H5/02 + H2O

For example, consider the
preparation of nitrobenzene
(C6H5/02), starting with 15.6g
of benzene (C6H6) in excess of
nitric acid )/0 ) which produced 18.0g of nitrobenzene:
3

C6H6 )/03

C6H5/02 + H2O

Page 39

gfm

With nitric acid in excess, benzene must be the limiting reagent so we only need to work with a single
mass of reactant:

molar mass of benzene (C6H6) = (6 x C) + (6 x H) = (6 x 12) + (6 x 1) = 78 g

C6H6 )/03

0.2 mol of nitrobenzene should be produced in theory

1 mole

moles of benzeneNBTTPGCFO[FOFNPMBSNBTT0.2 mol

1 mole

gfm

0.2 mol

molar mass of nitrobenzene (C6H5/02) = (6 x 12) + (5 x 1) + (1 x 14) + (2 x 16) = 123 g

(given in question)

73.2%

18.0 / 24.6 × 100

theoretical mass of nitrobenzene = moles of nitrobenzene x molar mass = 0.2 x 123 = 24.6g

= 18.0 g

Theoretical product mass = 124.6 g
Actual product mass

Percentage yield =

=
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% Yields & The Atom Economy
◉
The efficiency with which reactants are converted into the desired product is becoming more and
more important to the Chemical Industry. Traditionally, this was measured in terms of the % Yield
of the desired product. However, this ignored other by-products which would often have to be
USFBUFEEJTQPTFEPGBUHSFBUFYQFOTF*ODSFBTJOHMZ BEJČFSFOUBQQSPBDIAćF"UPN&DPOPNZJT
used to determine the efficiency of a process.
This lesson looks at some of the tools Industrial Chemists use to evaluate synthetic routes
and their associated economic and environmental costs.

t
t
t

3FBDUBOUTPSQSPEVDUTMFBLPVU FTQFDJBMMZXIFOUIFZBSFHBTFT
ćFSFBDUBOUTBSFOPUQVSF
4PNFQSPEVDUJTMPTUXIFOJUJTQVSJĕFE
ćFQSPEVDUTEFDPNQPTFCBDLJOUPSFBDUBOUT BTXJUIUIFIBCFSQSPDFTT 
ćFQSPEVDUTSFBDUUPGPSNPUIFSTVCTUBODFT
4PNFPGUIFSFBDUBOUTSFBDUJOXBZTPUIFSUIBOUIFPOFTIPXOJOUIFFRVBUJPO
These are called side reactions.
ćFSFBDUJPOPDDVSTWFSZTMPXMZćJTJTFTQFDJBMMZUSVFPGSFBDUJPOTJOWPMWJOH
organic substances.

actual mass is 41.9 g

CfE New Higher - Unit 3 - Topic3

Introduction

3.3
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Equilibrium - Chromatography
◉



t"Moving Phase. This is typically a liquid or mixture of liquids. It can be a gas.

t" Stationary Phase. This is typically a solid e.g. paper, silica gel or powder filled tube.

Chromatography is the general name for a wide range of techniques that are used to separate and
identify molecules based on their properties. In general, chromatography involves two phases:


This lesson topic explores the technique of Chromatography.

Background Theory - An analogy

This activity looks at how the analogy of Motorway traffic can be used to explain the principles behind
chromatography.

middle
lane

fast
lane

R

C

O
H

C

C

interface

non-polarsolvent

Non-polar solvents (e.g. hexane) do not form
attractions with the paper or the polar solvents
(immiscible) and tend to move quickly - the fast
lane.

Polar solvents FHXBUFS UFOEUPATUJDLUPUIF
paper and travel slowly up the paper - the slow
lane.

polar
solvent

0VS.PUPSXBZTBSFEFTJHOFEUPBMMPXUSBďDUPĘPXBUEJČFSFOUTQFFETXIJMF$ISPNBUPHSBQIZ
SFMJFTPONPMFDVMFTNPWJOHBUEJČFSFOUTQFFETUISPVHIPSPWFSBTUBUJPOBBSZQIBTF
slow
lane

Drivers of heavy vehicles or those in no hurry
XJMMAIVHUIFhard shoulder, occassionally
moving into the middle lane but spending
most of their time in the slow lane.

OH

O

Drivers wishing to go fast will spend most of
their time in the fast lane but will occassionally
use the middle lane as well.

C

Polar molecules will spend most of their time
dissolved in the polar solvent (slow lane) but may
have some solubility in the non-polar solvent so
may also spend time in the middle lane or even
the fast lane.
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Similarly non-polar molecules will spend most of their time dissolved in the non-polar solvent (fast lane) but
may have some solubility in the polar solvent so may also spend time in the middle lane or even the slow
lanećFQSPQPSUJPOPGUJNFTQFOUJOFBDIAlane’ will determine how fast the molecules move.

R

Stationary Phase - Paper

Percentage Yield
Although we can write perfectly balanced equations to represent perfect reactions, the reactions
themselves are often not perfect. A reaction does not always produce the quantity of products that
the balanced equation seems to guarantee. This happens not because the equation is wrong but
because reactions in the real world seldom produce perfect results.

t
t
t

There are several reasons that real-world reactions do not produce products at a yield of 100%.
Some are simple mechanical reasons, such as:






t

There are also many chemical reasons, including:



ćFEJČFSFODFCFUXFFOUIFcalculated theoretical mass of product and the measured actual mass of
product obtained in real-life is used to calcualte the percentage yield.

actual mass is 270 kg

%

This activity is about calculating the percentage yield of a product in a chemical reaction.

Yield =

actual product mass
x 100
theoretical product mass

theoretical mass is 50.0 g of product;

For each of the values given below, calculate % Yield.

theoretical mass is 290 kg of product;

actual mass is 4.18 x 104 kg
Page 38

theoretical mass is 6.05 x 104 kg ;

theoretical mass is 0.00192 g of product; actual mass is 0.00089 g
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OH

C
H

Solute(non-polar solvent)

The more polar the solute molecule,
the further to the left will lie the
position of equilibrium, meaning
the molecules will spend more of
their time attached to the stationary phase and they will move more
slowly up the paper.

O
H

R
C

O
R

R
C
O

The polarity of a molecule
depends on the functional
groups present and the
shape of the molecule.
C

R

Study Guide - Equilibrium & Industry

C

ar Molec
Pol
u
n-

C

M
o
b
i
l
e
P
h
a
s
e

OH

O

Copy each of the 4 amino acids shown.

Alkanes

1.

Using one colour, circle or shade any polar
functional groups.

Alkenes

2.

6TJOHBEJČFSFOUDPMPVS DJSDMFPSTIBEFBOZ
non-polar sections in the amino acids.

Aromatics

3.

-JTUUIFNPMFDVMFTJOPSEFSAmost polar’ to
‘least polar’.

Esters

4.

-JTUUIFNPMFDVMFTJOPSEFSAmove fastest’ to
‘move slowest’.
Page 16

5.

Ketones

Many of these functional
groups you will have met in
previous courses whilst the
rest are covered in Unit 2.

OH

H

OH

O

The more non-polar the solute
molecule, the equilibrium position
will lie over to the right, meaning
they will spend more of their time
in the mobile phase and they will
move more quickly up the paper.

C

O

H

Aldehydes
C

O

O

N

CH2

C

CH2
C

C

H

OH

No

M
o
b
i
l
e
P
h
a
s
e

R

N

Amines
H
H

R

Solute(polar solvent)

R

OH

HO

N

Glutamic acid
H
CH

C

l es

R
O

O
OH

H

CH3

Threonine

C

r Molecule
ol a
s

H
C

Alcohols
C
CH2
CH
CH3

H
C

Leucine
C

H

S
t
a
t
i
o
n
a
r
y
P
h
a
s
e

4PMVUFNPMFDVMFTXJMMCFDPOTUBOUMZNPWJOHCBDLXBSETBOEGPSXBSETCFUXFFOUIFEJČFSFOUTPMWFOUT
and this is a special type of reversible reaction called Partition. Like most reversible reaction, one
EJSFDUJPOXJMMCFAfavouredCVUFWFOUVBMMZthe concentrations will become constant and the rates at
which solute molecules move will become equal.

S
t
a
t
i
o
n
a
r
y
P
h
a
s
e

N

H3C

N

Acids
H
H

H
H
CH2

R
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Phenylalanine

H
N

P
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3.6

a)

What environmental reason is there for siting a sulphuric acid plant next to a
metal ore smelter?

State whether each is a raw material or a by-product.

1

2

Copy and complete the flow diagram below.

Page 37

(10)

2

2

3

Ammonium phosphate is a fertiliser that is manufactured from phosphate rock by reaction
with sulphuric acid. This produces phosphoric acid and calcium sulphate. The phosphoric
acid is separated from the calcium sulphate and neutralised by reaction with ammonia to
HJWFBNNPOJVNQIPTQIBUFćFDBMDJVNTVMQIBUFJTTPMEBTQMBTUFSPG1BSJTUPQMBTUFSCPBSE
manufacturers.

b)

Sulphur from deposits in the ground
Mineral deposits of anhydrite (a mineral form of calcium sulphate)
Sulphur from the purification of oil products
Sulphur dioxide from the smelting of metal ores

The following are all used as sources of sulphur in the manufacture of sulphuric acid.

Home Practice
Q1.

Q2.


a)

/BNFPOFTVCTUBODFJOUIFĘPXEJBHSBNUIBUJT

a raw material.
a by-product.
an intermediate feedstock.
an end-product.

cost of plant construction.
cost of phosphate rock.
wages and salaries of employees.
cost of water required to cool the process.

Total

Classify each of the following costs involved in the phosphate fertiliser industry
into fixed, variable or capital costs.

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

b)

c)

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
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Self Check
Q1. Which of these is not a source of sulphur
or sulphur dioxide?
A underground deposits.
B sea water.
C the smelting of metal ores.
D crude oil products.
Q2. In which of the following is sulphur an
example of a by-product?
A purifying crude oil products.

Study Guide - Equilibrium & Industry

plant construction

SO3
SO3

H2SO4
H2SO4
4

C

B

A

salaries and wages

pipeline construction

raw materials

plant construction

raw materials

H2SO4

3.6
Q5. The contact process uses a temperature
of around 450 °C because
A the catalyst does not function at
temperatures above 500 °C.
B the equilibrium yield of sulphur trioxide
is greater at higher temperatures.
C the catalyst does not function at
temperatures below 400 °C.
D the equilibrium yield of sulphur trioxide
is less at lower temperatures.

A
raw materials

Q6. Which of the following is a capital cost?

C extraction from underground deposits.
B
salaries and wages

B roasting anhydrite minerals.
D smelting of metal ores.
C

local authorities rates

S
SO2
2

H SO
H2SO3

D

A

office construction

Q8. Which of the following is a fixed cost?

B cobalt (II) chloride

B

product despatch

Page 36

Q7. Which of the following is a variable cost?

D

A
S

Q3. What steps does the manufacture of
sulphuric acid involve?
B
HS
H2S

2

S
S

C
D
Q4. The contact process involves gases
reacting in contact with

CQIPTQIPSVT 7 PYJEF

C

salaries and wages

A iron (III) oxide.

D WBOBEJVN 7 PYJEF

D
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t

t

t

t

t

t

%FTDSJCFUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOATJEFHSPVQBOETQFFEPGNPWFNFOU

&YQMBJOIPXUIFATJEFHSPVQXJMMIBWFUIFNBKPSFČFDUPOIPXGBTUBO
individual amino acid moves during chromatography ?

%FTDSJCFUIFTUSVDUVSBMGFBUVSFUIBUJTDPNNPOUPBMMBNJOPBDJET

8IBUUZQFPG7BOEFS8BBMTGPSDFJTMJLFMZUPFYJTUCFUXFFOUIFleast
polar functional groups?

8IBUUZQFPG7BOEFS8BBMTGPSDFJTMJLFMZUPFYJTUCFUXFFOUIFmost
polar functional groups?

8IBUBMMPXTUIFANPCJMFQIBTFUPNPWFNVDIGBTUFS

8IBUNBLFTUIFATUBUJPOBSZQIBTFNPWFTPTMPXMZ

Think about the this explanation of how Chromatography works.

t

Running a Chromatogram

This activity looks at how Chromatography of amino acids is done in practice.





3.

2.

1.

After about 45 minutes in the tank, the solvent
will have travelled about 85% of the way up the
sheet. It is removed from the tank and the line
reached by the solvent - the solvent front - is
immediately marked in pencil. It can then be left to dry.

Just enough solvent (90% ethanol,10% ethanoic acid) - about 1cm
depth - is placed in a glass tank to ensure that
the entire bottom edge of the TLC sheet will
be sitting in solvent. The solvent cannot be
above the starting line on the TLC sheet!

Wearing gloves and handling the TLC sheet only by the edges, a light
pencil line about 1.5–2 cm from the bottom of the sheet is drawn across
the narrow side. 4 labelled marks are evenly spaced across the pencil
line. On the first 3 marks samples of known amino acidsBSFATQPUUFE
whilst the unknown amino acid needing identified is spotted onto the
4th mark.



Phenylalanine 1IF

4.

Usually the form of chromatography used for amino acids is Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC)
which uses a solid stationary phase (usually silica, SiO2 - very polar) coated onto a sheet of glass,
aluminum, or plastic.



Serine (Ser)

Page 17

To see the amino acids it is necessary to spray the sheet with ninhydrin
solution and then dry for about 15 minutes in a warm oven. Amino
BDJETQSFTFOUJOUIFNJYUVSFXJMMBQQFBSBTQVSQMFPSPSBOHFCSPXO 
spots. A circle is drawn around the outside edge of each spot and the
center marked, with a pencil.
Lysine (Lys)
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t


t

8IZNVTUUIFTPMWFOUOPUDPNFBCPWFUIFTUBSUJOHMJOF

8IZNVTUZPVVTFBQFODJMUPXSJUFPOUIF5-$TIFFU TUBSUJOHMJOF 
TPMWFOUGSPOU JEFOUJĕDBUJPOPGUIFTQPUT 8IZDBOUZPVVTFBQFO

8IZJTQBSUJDVMBSMZJNQPSUBOUUPXFBSHMPWFTXIFOEPJOH
chromatography of amino acids?

This activity considers the different kinds of cost involved in manufacturing an industrial chemical
such as sulphuric acid.

Companies will only manufacture chemicals such as sulphuric acid if they can do so profitably,
i.e. if the income from sales will more than cover all the costs involved.

Study Guide - Equilibrium & Industry

t
8IJDIPGUIFUXPTPMWFOUTJTUIFNPTUQPMBS MFBTUQPMBS

Firstly, the industrial plant has to be built along with a variety of other facilities to support it,
FHPďDFT TUBČDBOUFFOT TFDVSJUZFOUSBODFT SPBEXBZTBOEQBSLJOH3BJMTJEJOHTBOEEPDLTNBZ
also be required for receiving sulphur and despatching sulphuric acid. These are known as capital
costs and they are all incurred before any manufacturing can get underway.

Cost Considerations

t
8IJDIPGUIFUXPTPMWFOUTJTUIFTUBUJPOBSZQIBTF NPCJMFQIBTF

Think about the Chromatography technique described.

t

Capital Costs are the costs associated with setting up a production process,
especially the building of the plant and all the support facilities required.

8IJDIPGUIFBNJOPBDJETJTUIFNPTUQPMBS MFBTUQPMBS &YMBJO

Variable Costs are costs that change throughout the year depending on
how much or how little product is being manufactured.

China

79.0

74.7

74.2

2012 Cost Index

7.0 %

19.7 %

21.0 %

25.3 %

25.8 %

% cost advantage

Fixed Costs are costs that tend to remain much the same throughout the
year and do not depend on the quantity of product being manufactured

India

80.3

Country

Mexico

93.0

High Growth Countries

Brazil

Canada

Netherlands

United Kingdom

96.1

95.0

94.7

94.5

0.0 %

2.1 %

3.9 %

5.0 %

5.3 %

5.5 %

Page 35

Russia

France

97.9

- 0.1 %

Mature Market

Italy

100.0

-9.4 %

- 3.7 %

100.1

103.7

Germany

109.4

United States

Japan

Australia
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However, there are often serious
implications for the environment
and well-being of work forces in
these countries.

Globalisation has increased the
pressure on countries, such as the
UK, to control or cut costs as many
PGUIFEFWFMPQJOHOBUJPOTFOKPZ
considerable advantages in these
areas.

For the chemical process to be
profitable, the income from sales of
the product has to be more than the
sum total of all the costs.

W

Thirdly, there are costs such as the salaries and wages of the workforce (chemical engineers,
NBOBHFST PďDFTUBČ NBJOUFOBODFXPSLFST BOETFDVSJUZTUBČ ćFTFDPTUTSFNBJOfixed
throughout the year and do not depend on the quantity of sulphuric acid being made. Other fairly
fixed costs include depreciation, catalyst licences, rates (local authority charges), sales advertising,
catering services and overheads (e.g. heating and lighting).

W

Secondly, there are the costs of buying the raw materials such as sulphur and water (metered),
despatching the product, and the treatment of any waste to make it safe. These costs vary according
to the quantity of sulphuric acid being made in this example. (As an extreme case, these costs
would drop to zero if no sulphuric acid was being manufactured.)

Most companies will borrow the money to finance the capital costs and this will have to be paid
back with interest over a period of about ten years.

W

t
8IBUJTUIFJEFOUJUZPGUIFVOLOPXOBNJOPBDJE &YQMBJO

Page 18

t

Retention Ratio - Rf values
This activity looks at how Rf values are measured and used.

Start

In the previous example, the investigator had, presumably, narrowed the likely identity of the
unknown amino acid down to 3 possibilities. If not, known samples of all 20 amino acids would
have been needed for comparison - requiring very large sheets (and tanks) or the use of many
sheets. This could be very wasteful and timeconsuming, particularly if chromatograms have to
done regularly.
Solvent Front
Alternatively, a more mathematical approach can be
used involving the calculation of Retention Ratios:

1.

2.

Measure the distance (cm) from the starting
line to the center of each amino acid spot.

Measure the distance (cm) from the start
line to the solvent front to obtain the
distance traveled by the solvent.

3.

Calculate Rf values for each amino acid
according to the equation:

For example:
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Stage 3:
H2SO4(l)
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ΔH = - 130 kJ

The sulphur trioxide produced reacts with water to form sulphuric acid.

CfE New Higher - Unit 3 - Topic3

SO3(g) + H2O(l)
In reality, SO3 is not that soluble in water and the direct reaction is very exothermic resulting in a
vapour mist of sulphuric acid that could escape with the waste gases. This would have serious
pollution and safety and implications.

CfE New Higher - Unit 3 - Topic3
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Measured Rf values would only be valid for the particular solvent and medium used
(paper or silica gel, for example). Also, many amino acids will have very similar Rf
values making it difficult to tell them apart.

Methionine

Lysine

Leucine

Isoleucine

Histidine

Glycine

Glutamic acid

Aspartic acid

Arginine

0.30

0.58

0.40

0.10

0.60

0.55

0.07

0.17

0.16

0.13

0.11

0.50

0.36

0.91

0.89

0.80

0.48

0.86

0.86

0.69

0.40

0.25

0.15

0.59

H

H

H

C

O

CH

CH3

CH2

C

OH

Solvent 2

H3C

Leucine

N

H

C

O

CH2

CH2

C

O

C

OH

1IFOPMXBUFSBNNPOJB

H

H

HO

H

N

H

C

O

CH2

C

t

$PNQBSJOHLeucine and Phenylalanine, do the Rf values confirm your
earlier prediction about the relative polarities of the two molecules?

H

%FTQJUFCFJOHFYPUIFSNJD XIZJTJUTUJMMOFDFTTBSZUPIFBUStage 2 ?

8IBUHFOFSBMTUBUFNFOUDBOZPVNBLFMJOLJOHUIFQPMBSJUZPGBNPMFDVMF
and its Rf value?

Phenylalanine

t

t

*GBOVOLOPXOBNJOPBDJEIBTBO3f of 0.10 in solvent 1, how easy
would it be to positively identify the unknown? Explain.

Glutamic acid

OH

6TJOHBEJČFSFOUTPMWFOUNJYUVSFDBO IPXFWFS TIPXVQEJČFSFODFT*UJTDPNNPOUPSVO
BAEJNFOTJPOBMDISPNBUPHSBNXJUIBNJOPBDJET)FSF BMMUIFBNJOPBDJETBSFTQPUUFE
POUIFTBNFAPSJHJOBOEUIFQBQFSJTQMBDFEJOBUBOLDPOUBJOJOHPOFTPMWFOUNJYUVSF
XIJDIUSBWFMTVQUIFQBQFS VQUIFAZBYJT 

1IFOZMBMBOJOF

0.10

0.83

Instead, the sulphur trioxide is first absorbed in a mixture of 98 % sulphuric acid and 2 %
water. The concentration of this mixture is maintained at 98 % by constant addition of water.

1SPMJOF

0.22

0.64

0.54

Serine

0.47

Solvent 2

Threonine

0.32

0.22

Tryptophan

0.77

Solvent 1

1.

Multiplying equations and by the same number will balance the
number of moles of S and SO3 found in equation

Tyrosine

0.47

N

Once completed and dried, the paper is then turned through 90° and placed in the
TFDPOETPMWFOUNJYUVSFćFTPMWFOUUSBWFMTVQUIFQBQFS BMPOHXIBUXBTUIFAYBYJT 
%JČFSFODFTJOQ)PGBTPMWFOUDBOBMUFSUIFQPMBSJUZPGBOBNJOPBDJE
Amino acid

2.

/PXDPNCJOFBMMUISFFFRVBUJPOT$BODFMBOZDIFNJDBMTUIBUBSF
identical on the left and right of the equation to derive an equation for
the overall reaction.

7BMJOF

Alanine

3.

In the same way, multiply the enthalpy changes and by the same
number identified earlier and combine all three ΔH values to obtain the
overall enthalpy change.

t

&YQMBJOXIZBNPEFSBUFUFNQFSBUVSFPG¡$JTVTFESBUIFSUIBOB 
much higher or a much lower temperature.

t

Think about the information given above.

t

4VHHFTUXIFSFTPNFPGUIJTIFBUDPVMECFPCUBJOFEGSPNUPNBLFUIF
process more economical? (Hint: look at the flow diagram above).

*GUIFVOLOPXOIBTBO3f value of 0.48 in solvent 2, identify the acid.

&YQMBJOXIZPSEJOBSZBUNPTQIFSJDQSFTTVSFJTVTFESBUIFSUIBOBIJHIFS
pressure that would increase the equilibrium yield of sulphur trioxide.

t

t

Page 19

8IJDIJTUIFNPTUQPMBSBNJOPBDJEJOsolvent 1? Which is the most
polar amino acid in solvent 2 4VHHFTUBSFBTPOGPSUIFEJČFSFODF
&YQMBJOXIZTVMQIVSUSJPYJEFJTBCTPSCFEĕSTUJOTVMQIVSJDBDJE
rather than reacted directly with water.
Page 34

t
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t

Think about how the information given about the manufacturing process.

#VUBOPMXBUFSFUIBOPJDBDJE

Solvent 1
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Self Check
Q1. A TLC sheet is prepared by drawing a light
line 1 cm from the bottom of the p1ate. This
line is drawn with
A a pencil.
B a black pen.
C a blue pen.
D a red pen.
Q2. When a TLC sheet is placed in a tank, the
solvent in the tank must be
A above the pencil starting line.
B deep enough to cover the whole sheet.
C below the pencil starting line.
D deep enough to come about halfway.
Q3. If two substances are run on the same TLC
sheet have the same Rf value, they are
A definitely the same compound.
B likely, but not definitely, the same
compound
CEFĕOJUFMZEJČFSFOUDPNQPVOET
DMJLFMZ CVUOPUEFĕOJUFMZ EJČFSFOU
compounds.

CH2OH

an aromatic

a carboxylic acid

COOH

Q4. The three compounds below are run on a
silica gel TLC sheet developed in
FUIZMFUIBOPBUFIFYBOF  


an alcohol

A the carboxylic acid will run the fastest
and the aromatic the slowest.
B the carboxylic acid will run the fastest
and the alcohol the slowest.
C the aromatic will run the fastest
and the carboxylic acid the slowest.
D the alcohol will run the fastest
and the aromatic the slowest.

Study Guide - Equilibrium & Industry

3.3
Questions 3 and 4 refer to the TLC sheet run
using hexane as the solvent.

C

B

A

3.5

0.50

0.35

10

Q5. The Rf of compound C is

D

Q6. A fresh TLC sheet is spotted with
compounds A, B & C, but this time the

TPMWFOUJTFUIBOPM)PXXJMMUIJTBČFDUUIF 
Rf of compound A?
A The Rf of A will remain the same.
B The Rf of A will be greater.
C The Rf of A will be less
D The R of A will be impossible to predict.
f

Q7. Which ofthe following solvent mixtures is
more po1ar?
AFUIZMFUIBOPBUFIFYBOF 
BFUIZMFUIBOPBUFIFYBOF 
CFUIZMFUIBOPBUFIFYBOF 
DFUIZMFUIBOPBUFIFYBOF 
Q8. If several compounds are present in a
sample ran on a TLC sheet, the
A more polar compounds will be near the
top of the sheet, less polar lower down.
B more polar compounds near the bottom
of the sheet, less polar higher up.
C lower boiling compounds near the top of
the sheet, higher boiling lower down.

Page 20

D lower boiling compoundslower down the
sheet, higher boiling lower further up.
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and

.

Sulphur extracted from crude oil and natural gas
Crude oil and natural gas often have some sulphur compounds present. To meet modern
standards for fuels (e.g. low-sulphur diesel) most of the sulphur in the compounds is
converted to the element and then sold on to the sulphuric acid industry.

Copy out and balance the equations given in

t

t

t

8IZJTTVMQIVSQSPEVDFECZUIFQFUSPDIFNJDBMJOEVTUSZBOPUIFS
example of a by-product?

8IZJTVTJOHTVMQIVSFYUSBDUFEGSPNUIFHSPVOEOPUOFDFTTBSJMZUIF 
most economic option?

8IBUJTNFBOUCZBACZQSPEVDUBOEIPXEPFTNBLJOHTVMQIVSEJPYJEF
from anhydrite lead to a useful by-product?

(JWFUXPBEWBOUBHFTPGTJUJOHBTVMQIVSJDBDJEQMBOUOFYUUPBTNFMUFSGPS
making metals from their ores.

Think about how the information given about sources of sulphur.

t

Manufacturing Process

/FBSMZBMMTVMQIVSJDBDJEJTNBOVGBDUVSFEUPEBZCZBQSPDFTTLOPXOBTUIFADPOUBDUQSPDFTT TP
called because the main step involves gases reacting when in contact with a catalyst.

+

O2(g)

SO2(g)

2 SO3(g)

ΔH = - 299 kJ

ΔH = - 98 kJ

The position of equilibrium lies to the right, with a total conversion of 99 % being
QPTTJCMFVOEFSAOPSNBMDPOEJUJPOT SPPNUFNQFSBUVSFBOEQSFTTVSF 

2 SO2(g) + O2(g)

Sulphur dioxide along with excess air is passed through a catalytic converter
DPOUBJOJOHGPVSCFETPGWBOBEJVN 7 PYJEF

S(l)

All sulphuric acid plants use sulphur dioxide as a feedstock. The first stage is
therefore the manufacture of the sulphur dioxide which can be obtained from various
sources as outlined earlier, or by burning melted sulphur in air.

This activity considers the stages involved in manufacturing sulphuric acid and the reaction conditions
to give the best economic yield.
Stage 1:



Stage 2:





However, the reaction is carried out at around 450 °C as the catalyst does not function below
400 °C.

Increasing the temperature will decrease the yield of sulphur trioxide as higher temperatures favour
the endothermic reaction (reverse reaction, in this case). Also, since the reaction is exothermic it
has to be cooled using heat exchangers to prevent further increase in temperature.
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In terms of pressure, increasing the pressure would increase the yield of sulphur trioxide as there
are more moles of gas on the left than on the right. However, since the conversion is already close to
99 %, the cost of using a high-pressure plant is not worth it.
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Introduction

Sulfuric Acid Industry
◉
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3.6

ćFTVMGVSJDBDJEJOEVTUSZJTPGNBKPSHMPCBMJNQPSUBODF0WFSBIVOESFEUIPVTBOENJMMJPO
litres of sulfuric acid are manufactured in the world every year. Only petrochemicals, such
as petrol and plastics, are manufactured in larger quantities.
This lesson topic considers the manufacture of sulfuric acid in terms of raw materials,
reaction conditions, and economic considerations.

Sources Of Sulfur
The raw materials for the manufacture of sulphuric acid are water, air (oxygen) and sulphur
or a compound containing sulphur.
This activity considers the different sources of sulphur that are readily available.

2 ZnS

+

3 O2

2 ZnO

+

2 SO2

A by-product is any other substance produced in the course of making
the main product.

+

O2

2 CaSiO3 +

SO2

2 SO2

+

CO2
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Sulphur deposits in the ground
Sulphur is found as the relatively pure element in large easily extracted deposits in the USA,
.FYJDP 4JDJMZ 1PMBOEBOE8FTU"GSJDB#VSOJOHJUJOBJSDPOWFSUTJUUPTVMQIVSEJPYJEFPG
good purity which is then used to manufacture sulphuric acid.

The sulphur dioxide is then used to manufacture sulphuric acid while the calcium silicate
can be sold for use in cement and is therefore a commercial by-product.

2 CaSO4 + C + 2 SiO2

The anhydrite (calcium sulphate) is roasted with coke (carbon) and sand (silicon dioxide)
to produce sulphur dioxide and calcium silicate.

Mineral deposits of anhydrite
Anhydrite is a mineral form of calcium sulphate, CaSO4 , found in large quantities in some
QBSUTPG&OHMBOE FH5FFTTJEF"TBSFTVMU BNBKPSTVMQIVSJDBDJEJOEVTUSZHSFXVQJO
Teesside to exploit this resource.

Rather than releasing the sulphur dioxide into the air (where it would produce acid rain and
pollute the environment) it can be converted into sulphuric acid and sold. This not only
solves the pollution problem but also makes the metal extraction process more profitable.
Sulphuric acid plants are therefore often located beside metal ore smelters.

W

This produces the oxide of the metal and also sulphur dioxide as a by-product.

e.g.

Sulphur dioxide from smelting metal ores
Many metal ores are obtained from the ground as metal sulphides. The first step in
extracting the metal is to convert the metal sulphide to an oxide by roasting it in air.

There are four main sources of sulphur used by the chemical industry.





S

In this case, there is no by-product to consider. On the other hand, there is the cost of
importing and transporting the sulphur. The UK has no natural sulphur deposits.
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Home Practice
Q1.
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3.3

b)

Give the formula of the copper(II) compound responsible for the colour seen.

Identify two of the metal ions in the sample of water from the mine.

1

1

1

1

A student analysed a sample of water from a disused mine to find out which metal ions
were in the water. He used paper chromatography of the sample of water from the mine and
of solutions containing known metal ions.

Describe two mistakes the student made in setting up this chromatogram.

He set the apparatus up as shown in the diagram

a)

Another student repeated the experiment, but without making any errors.After the water
had soaked up the chromatography paper he sprayed it with a dilute solution of sodium
hydroxide. Coloured spots appeared on the paper.

c)

Suggest a colour for the spot formed by the copper(II) ions.

The results he obtained are shown in the diagram.

d)

Spots obtained by chromatography can be compared using their Rf values.
Copy and complete the table. Include the units.
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2

e)
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Home Practice

1

1

3.3
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Use the values you recorded in the table to calculate the Rf value for spot X.

A student wished to identify the components of over the counter pain-killers.He first
obtained pure samples of the four most likely components, A, B, C, & D. He then ran
DISPNBUPHSBNTVTJOHEJČFSFOUTPMWFOUTBOEPCUBJOFEUIFGPMMPXJOHSFTVMUT

f)

Q1 contd.



g)

Use the data in the table to suggest two possible identities for the substance that
caused the spot with an Rf of 0.54.

When he ran a chromatogram of his first pain killer, using water as the solvent,
he got two spots with Rf values of 0.54 and 0.72.

h)
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(10)

2
Total

Describe a further chromatography experiment that should be carried out to
confirm which one of the substances you have identified in g) actually caused
the spot.
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c)

b)

a)

Iron

Air

/BUVSBMHBT 

Hydrogen
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3.5

8IBUFČFDUEPFTVTJOHBDBUBMZTUIBWFPOUIFZJFMEPGBNNPOJBJOUIF
equilibrium mixture?

1

1

2

a)

8IBUFČFDUEPFTJODSFBTJOHUIFUFNQFSBUVSFIBWFPOUIFZJFMEPGBNNPOJB
in the equilibrium mixture?

1

ΔH = - 92 kJ

b)

8IBUFČFDUEPFTJODSFBTJOHUIFQSFTTVSFIBWFPOUIFZJFMEPGBNNPOJBJOUIF
equilibrium mixture?

1

/)3(g)

c)

Why is it not economic to operate the plant at room temperature?

1

+ 3 H2(g)

d)

Why is it not economic to use a pressure of 2000 atmspheres?

a)

Why is it economically essential to have the recycle loop?

What passes round the recycle loop?

1

1

The plant for carrying out the Haber process has a recycle loop.

d)

/2(g)

The Haber process involves the following equilibrium reaction.

d)

State whether each of the following is a raw material, a feedstock, or a catalyst for the Haber
process.

Home Practice
Q1.

Q2.

Q3.

b)

1
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(10)

How is the main product of the Haber process separated from
the reaction mixture?

Total

c)
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Self Check
Q1. In the chemical industry, a raw material is
A manufactured from feedstocks.
B a substance extracted from a natural
mixture.
C a mixture from which elements are
extracted.
D a substance found naturally in the
environment.
Q2. The raw materials for the manufacture of
ammonia in the UK are
A nitrogen and hydrogen.
B crude oil and nitrogen.
C natural gas, air and water.
D air, carbon monoxide and steam.

/)3(g)

ΔH = - 92 kJ

Questions 3 and 4 refer to the following
equilibrium reaction.
/2(g) + 3 H2(g)
Q3. Increasing the temperature would cause the
equilibrium mixture to contain
A a greater concentration of ammonia.
B a lesser concentration of hydrogen.
C a lesser concentration of ammonia.
D an unchanged concentration of nitrogen.
Q4. Increasing the pressure would cause the
equilibrium mixture to contain
A a greater concentration of ammonia.
B an unchanged concentration of
hydrogen.
C a greater concentration of nitrogen.
D an unchanged concentration of
ammonia.

3.5

Study Guide - Equilibrium & Industry

Q5. An iron catalyst is used to
A increase the concentration of ammonia
in the equilibrium mixture.
B increase the speed at which equilibrium
can be achieved.
C decrease the concentration of nitrogen
required in the feedstock.
D increase the speed at which the recycling
of gases can take place.
Q6. Which of the following could give a better
equilibrium yield but be too costly for
the process to be economic?
A6TJOHBNPSFFČFDUJWFDBUBMZTU
B Running at a higher temperature
C Constructing a higher pressure system
D Finding a more economic nitrogen
source
Q7. Ammonia is separated from the product
mixture in the Haber process by
A liquefaction.
B filtration.
C distillation.
D reaction with alkali.
Q8. Having a recycle loop makes the Haber
process economically viable by
A returning heat to the reaction chamber.
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B avoiding wastage of valuable feedstocks.
C returning ammonia to the reaction
chamber.
D avoiding poisoning of an expensive
catalyst.
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3.4
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Analysis - Chromatography
◉

You are already familiar with the theory behind chromatography.
This lesson will help you

1. learn how chemists use chromatography to separate and analyze organic compounds
2. learn the technique of thin layer chromatography (TLC)
3. identify the components in various over-the-counter analgesics (Tylenol, Advil, etc.)
4. examine the polarity of molecules and their interaction silica gel and organic solvents.

Analgesics

This activity looks at some of the most common ingredients in over-the-counter analgesics .

We live in a society that uses drugs more frequently than
ever before. Although there are drugs for all sorts of
maladies and diseases, freedom from pain has always
been of upmost importance to humankind. In early
primitive societies, alcohol, opium, cocaine, and hemp
were utilized for pain relief.

Unfortunately, all of these substances alleviate pain, but bring with
UIFNBNZSJBEPGTJEFFČFDUT4BMJDZMJDBDJEXBTJTPMBUFEGSPNXJMMPXCBSLJO
1860. It was found to be a good analgesic (pain reliever) and antipyretic (reduces fever).

However, the taste of salicylic acid was sour and irritating to the stomach. Chemists tried to modify
UIFTUSVDUVSFPGTBMJDZMJDBDJEUPSFNPWFUIFTFVOEFTJSBCMFBČFDUTXIJMFLFFQJOHUIFIFBMJOHQSPQFSties of the compound intact.

After many attempts, the compound acetylsalicylic acid, later called aspirin, was introduced in 1899
by Friedrich Bayer & Co.

Of all the pain relievers on the market, aspirin is the easiest to make. Other pain relieving
compounds in medicines today are more difficult to synthesize, requiring multiple steps in their
organic synthesis. Some of the structures of these analgesics are shown here:

(paracetamol)
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In this experiment, you will be using the technique of thin layer chromatography (TLC) to compare
an unknown painkiller to the four compounds shown above. Analysis of your TLC plates should
tell you which of these four compounds is in your unknown painkiller.
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The Experimental Work
1.
Using glass rod, gently crush the unknown painkiller into a powder within the sample tube.

Take a sample tube and collect a sample of your unknown
(A,B,C, or D) from your teacher.

Study Guide - Equilibrium & Industry

2.
Add 1.0 ml (20 pipette drops) of ethanol and 0.5 ml (10 drops) of dichloromethane (fume
DVQCPBSE UPZPVSTBNQMFUVCF1MBDFDBQPOTBNQMFUVCFBOETIBLF

Sample Preparation:

3.

Binders such as starch and microcrystalline cellulose are often used to keep the tablets from crumbling.
These materials are not soluble in water or organic solvents, so you might see some of this material as
undissolved solid in your sample.

1.
Obtain two TLC plates from your teacher.

Preparing and Spotting TLC Plates:
2.
Using a ruler, draw a straight line (baseline)
in light pencil, 1 cm from the bottom of both
QMBUFT1MBDFUISFFFRVJEJTUBOUQFODJMTQPUT
POCPUIQMBUFTBMPOHUIFMJOFTZPVKVTUNBEF




Allow your samples to dry until it appears all the solvent has evaporated from the spots.

3.

4.

:PVDBOVTFUIF67MBNQUPTFFJGBMMTJYPGZPVSTQPUTBSFQSFTFOU

Using a capillary tube, the known samples,
and your unknown, spot the TLC plates as
shown below:

5.
Running the Chromatograms:



Follow the solvent front as it moves up the plate. It may take up to five minutes.
%POUMFUUIFTPMWFOUGSPOUSVOPČUIFUPQPGUIFQMBUF

$BSFGVMMZQMBDFUIF5-$QMBUFVQSJHIUBOETUSBJHIUJOUIFCFBLFSPSKBSMBCFMMFE
“TLC tank, 100% Ethyl Etanoate”. Make sure that the solvent in tank is below the line you
ESFXPOFBDIQMBUF1VUDPWFSCBDLPOUBOLPODF5-$QMBUFJTQMBDFE

6.

7.


When the solvent front is near the top of the TLC plate, remove plate from tank with
tweezers and quickly draw a light pencil line across the solvent front.
Page 24

8.
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Product Removal And Recycling
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Having made some ammonia, how is it to be separated from the reaction mixture and what can be
done with unreacted nitrogen and hydrogen in the product mixture?

This activity considers how the product ammonia can be removed from the reaction mixture and how
wastage of unreacted nitrogen and hydrogen can be avoided .

At equilibrium the proportion of ammonia in the resulting gas mixture should be about 35 %.

In practice, however, the gases are not in the catalytic converter long enough for equilibrium
to be reached and the proportion of ammonia in the emerging mixture is more like 15 %.

:PVNJHIUDPOTJEFSUIJTBQPPSZJFME CVUCZTFQBSBUJOHPČUIFBNNPOJBBOESFDZDMJOHVOSFBDUFE
gases there is almost no wastage. By cooling the product mixture, the ammonia liquefies and
DBOCFESBJOFEPČ XIJMFUIFVOSFBDUFEHBTFTHPSPVOEUIFSFDZDMFMPPQ

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

)PXEPFTUIFSFDZDMFMPPQBWPJENBKPSXBTUBHFBOETPTBWFNPOFZ

8IBUPUIFSGBDUPSJTMJLFMZUPFODPVSBHF/)3 to liquify when cooled?

)PXMJLFMZJT/)3 to form liquid when cooled?

8IBUJOUFSNPMFDVMBSGPSDFTFYJTUCFUXFFONPMFDVMFTPG/)3 ?

)PXMJLFMZBSF/2 and H2 to form liquid when cooled?

8IBUJOUFSNPMFDVMBSGPSDFTFYJTUCFUXFFONPMFDVMFTPG/2 ? of H2 ?

)PXEPFTSFDZDMJOHBWPJEUIFOFFEUPBDUVBMMZSFBDIFRVJMJCSJVN

8IFSFEPFTUIFĕHVSFPGDPNFGSPN  Hint: look at previous page).

Think about the influence of recycling on the Haber process.

t

ćFPSFUJDBMMZ XIBUPGUIFPSJHJOBM/2 and H2 should eventually be
DPOWFSUFEJOUP/)3 ?
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Reaction Conditions
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*OJOEVTUSJBMDIFNJTUSZ DPTUJTBNBKPSDPOTJEFSBUJPOćFCFTU
conditions for a reaction are those that produce the desired
product for the lowest overall cost.

+
3 moles

3 H2(g)
2 moles

 /)3(g)

ΔH = - 92 kJ

This activity considers the optimum conditions for the reaction by
which ammonia is produced in the Haber process.
/2(g)
1 mole

The reaction is an equilibrium reaction in which the position of
equilibrium unfortunately lies to the left. It is therefore desirable
to find conditions that increase the formation of ammonia.

t

t

t

t

t

t

&YQMBJOXIFUIFSUIFEJBHSBNCFMPXDPOĕSNTPSDPOUSBEJDUTZPVS
conclusions.

8IJDIXJMMHJWFBCFUUFSZJFMEPGBNNPOJB IJHIPSMPXQSFTTVSF

8JMMUIFGPSXBSESFBDUJPOCFGBWPVSFECZJODSFBTJOHUIFQSFTTVSF

"DDPSEJOHUPUIFCBMBODFEFRVBUJPO EPFTUIFGPSXBSESFBDUJPOJOWPMWF
an increase or a decrease in the number of moles of gas?

8IJDIXJMMHJWFBCFUUFSZJFMEPGBNNPOJB IJHIPSMPXUFNQFSBUVSF

8JMMUIFGPSXBSESFBDUJPOCFGBWPVSFECZJODSFBTJOHUIFUFNQFSBUVSF

%PFTUIFGPSXBSESFBDUJPOtake in heat from the surroundings
(is Endothermic) or release heat to the surroundings (is Exothermic)?

ćJOLBCPVUUIFFČFDUTPGtemperature and pressure.

t

In practice, a low temperature makes the reaction
much too slow. A moderate temperature of 400 °C is
used to achieve a faster reaction but at a slightly lower
yield. (A low yield obtained quickly is economically
better than a higher yield obtained very slowly).
Using an iron catalyst also helps equilibrium to be
reached quicker. The cost of the catalyst,usually under
licence, is far outweighed by the financial gain of
making the product rapidly.
High pressure is used, but only to the extent that
there is an economic benefit. The cost of building and
maintaining a high-pressure plant is greater.
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The optimum pressure has to be calculated by the
chemical engineer using economic information, not
chemical data. In practice, a pressure of about 200
atmospheres is used.
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4IJOF67MBNQPWFSZPVSQMBUFBOEVTJOHBQFODJM ESBXMJHIUMZBSPVOEUIFEBSLTQPUT

Allow the plates to dry for about five minutes..

Visualising the TLC Plates:
9.

"OBEJO+PJOU1BJO

Hedex Extra

4BJOTCVSZT'MV.BY

Brand Name Analgesic

"TQJSJO 1BSBDFUBNPM
$BČFJOF

Ibuprofen, Sucrose

1BSBDFUBNPM $BČFJOF

1BSBDFUBNPM (VBMGFOTJO 
1IFOZMFQISJOF

Active Ingredients

Looking at your data and using the above reference table, work out which brand name
analgesic you had.

4BJOTCVSZT&YUSB1PXFS

Conclusion

Calculate Rf values for each spot and record in data table.

10
11.

12.

t

t

t

0GUIFGPVSLOPXOTBNQMFT DBČFJOF BDFUBNJOPQIFO BTQJSJO BOE
ibuprofen), which was the most polar? What evidence do you have to
make this assertion?

8IZJTJUDSJUJDBMUPESZUIFTQPUTCFGPSFSVOOJOHUIF5-$QMBUF

8IBUEPZPVUIJOLXPVMEIBQQFOJGZPVSCBTFMJOFPOZPVS5-$QMBUF
was lower than the level of solvent in the TLC tank?

&YQMBJOXIZQFODJMJOTUFBEPGQFOJTVTFEXIFOESBXJOHUIFCBTFMJOFPO
the TLC plate.

ćJOLBCPVUUIFFYQFSJNFOUZPVIBWFKVTUEPOF

t

*OUFSOFUSFTFBSDI 8IZJTDBČFJOFBEEFEUPTPNFQBJOLJMMFST 
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Introduction

Fertiliser Industry
◉
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3.5

The chemical fertiliser industry plays a key role in ensuring that crops can be grown on a large
enough scale to feed the ever-increasing human population around the world. One chemical in
particular is key to the whole of this industry, ammonia. It is not used itself as a fertiliser, but from
it other fertiliser compounds such as ammonium nitrate, ammonium phosphate and ammonium
sulfate can readily be made.
This lesson topic considers the manufacture of ammonia and some of the economic considerations of
its production on a large scale.

Feedstocks & Raw Materials
Ammonia is manufactured from nitrogen and hydrogen by the Haber process. From the balanced
equation for the Haber reaction, you can see that the nitrogen and hydrogen are required in the
molar ratio of 1 : 3.




/2(g) + 3 H2(g)
/)3(g)
This activity considers the production of the starting materials for the Haber process.



At present, hydrogen is produced from natural gas
(mainly methane, CH4) as this is the cheapest
option. It also provides the means of removing
PYZHFOGSPNUIFBJS /2 + O2) to give the other
feedstock, nitrogen.

The most obvious raw material for nitrogen is the
air. There is a plentiful supply of air and it is free.
It used to be necessary to separate the nitrogen
from air (fractional distillation of liquid air) but
modern plants can now use air directly with
oxygen removed during the subsequent reactions.

A feedstock is a substance from which another substance can be made by
extraction or by chemical change.



W



A raw material is a substance which is available naturally in the Earth’s crust
(i.e. in the ground, sea, atmosphere, or living material).



W





/JUSPHFOBOEIZESPHFOBSFAGFFETUPDLTGPSUIF)BCFSQSPDFTTCVUOFJUIFSPGUIFNBSFASBXNBUFSJBMT
They each have to be made from other substances.



Whichever way the methane is obtained, it will
contain some organic sulfur compounds and
hydrogen sulfide, both of which must be removed.
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Otherwise, they will poison the catalyst needed in
the primary reforming step.
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Stage 1:
CH

/

+ H2O(g)
steam

+ O2(g) + 2 H2(g)
air

CO(g) + 3 H2(g)

ΔH = +210 kJ

Study Guide - Equilibrium & Industry

/2(g) + 2 H2O(g)

CO2(g) + H2(g)

ΔH = - 484 kJ

ΔH = - 41 kJ

Steam converts carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide and more hydrogen.

2(g)

Hydrogen removes oxygen from air to produce more steam and leave nitrogen.

natural gas

4(g)

Steam converts methane to carbon monoxide and hydrogen.

CfE New Higher - Unit 3 - Topic3

Stage 2:

Stage 3:

CO(g) + H2O(g)

In the same way, multiply the enthalpy changes and by 72 and
combine all three to obtain the overall enthalpy change.

(Does the overall equation have 3 times as much H2BT/2 ?)

Multiply equations and by 72 and then combine all three
equations. Do not DBODFM/2 from each side even though it is not
involved in reacting.

The Haber process requires the amount of hydrogen to be three times as much as the amount
of nitrogen. This can be achieved by multiplying equations and by 72.
1.

2.

Carbon dioxide is removed by scrubbing the gas with a solution of
a base. The carbon dioxide is released on heating the solution.

Much of it is liquefied and sold, for example, for carbonated drinks, as
a coolant for nuclear power stations and for promoting the growth of
plants in greenhouses.

t

t

t

&YQMBJOIPX/ + O JTBOBDDFQUBCMFAGPSNVMBGPSBJS

%FTDSJCFIPXfractional distillation of liquid air could be done.

*OXIBUTFOTFBSFOJUSPHFOBOEIZESPHFOGFFETUPDLT

8IZDBOXBUFS BJSBOEOBUVSBMHBTCFEFTDSJCFEBTSBXNBUFSJBMT

Think about this method of producing nitrogen and hydrogen.

t
t

8IZXJMMUIFSFCFBOPWFSBMMFOFSHZDPTUGPSUIFQSPEVDUJPOPGOJUSPHFO
and hydrogen. (Hint: Your calculation for the overall ΔH value.)

*OUIFĘPXEJBHSBN IPXBSFSFBDUJPOT ,

labelled.
t

)FBUJTSFDPWFSFEBęFS4UBHF4VHHFTUIPXUIJTIFBUNJHIUCFVTFEUP
make the process more economic.

and

t

8IZDBO$02 be removed by a base? Write an equation for this reaction.

2

t

8IBUBSFUIFtwo main by-products of this method?

2

t

*OXIBUXBZTDBOUIFTFCZQSPEVDUTCFVTFEUPNBLFUIFQSPDFTTNPSF
economic?
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